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The Icelandic landscape is facing increased pressure in a geopolitical situation where energy 
policies and increasing tourism lead to infrastructural development and ecological adaptation. 

Tectonic plates and glaciers create renewable Energy industries in Iceland.  They rely on con-
siderable renewable energy  resources, particularly geothermal and hydropower.  The opportu-
nities to create new forms of integration between energy  exploitation and the landscape are 
unique in Icelands geology, and offers challenges to explore the intersection between industrial 
environments and the landscape system.

In the recent future Icelands unique and untouched landscape will be changing due the fact of 
rising interest of global economy in the countries cheap renewable yet considerable energy.  
The rebounding industries ignore the intersection between industrial aesthetics of the formal 
object and the landscapes systems.  

Geothermal and hydropower can have negative effects on the environment and tourism indus-
try, including surface disturbances as well as negative effects on vegetation and wildlife due land 
use and noise.  The construction of large scale hydropower and geothermal projects in ecolog-
ically sensitive areas is highly contested, triggering wide opposition from the public and interna-
tional non governmental organizations. 

A NEW LAYER OF ICELANDIC IDENTITY
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A NEW LAYER OF ICELANDIC IDENTITY 

‘’a new layer of Icelandic identity’’ approaches Icelandic geothermal energy industry as a specific case inside architecture that requires a rethinking of the common ways of reading intervening and 
representing energy industries in pristine landscapes today. 

By expanding the field of architectural design into territorial studies, the project aims to claim the environmental system as part of the architectural | industrial object. The project’s outcome 
makes an experimental proposition of reclassifications in defining space and function by using extreme temperatures and basalt stone in creating new types of architecture to combine industrial 
processes with tourism accommodations.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT 

The Icelandic landscape is facing increased pressure in a geopolitical situation where energy policies and increasing tourism lead to infrastructural developments and ecological adaptation. Iceland’s 
landscape is a distinctive national identity for Iceland’s culture and society, tectonic plates and glaciers are the cause of its unique volcanic landscape. Beside unprecedented beauty tectonic plates 
defines two of the countries main industries. Growing tourism and geothermal stations increase as a result of targeted industrial developments that boost the country’s economy after the finan-
cial crisis and attracted by the country’s cheap energy surplus.  It is needless to say that the number of geothermal sites is constantly growing and ongoing due to the future connection of Iceland 
and the mainland of Europe which makes it possible to export the countries energy surplus. 

Researching the impact on the countries landscape showed the concentration of geothermal developments along the countries fault line. The results are collected in the map below and show the 
increased change in Iceland’s country and ask for a rethinking of industries in Iceland’s pristine landscapes. 
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ENERGY AND LANDSCAPE 

Energy is the medium that feeds human activity and depends on the structure of the landscape. This direct link between energy production and needs for society becomes evident through the 
physical, artificial intersections made in the natural landscape.  This makes us living in an urban industrialized civilization what geologist call the ‘’Anthropocene ’’ what literally ‘’the human era’’ 
means 2  In the age of the so-called ‘Anthropocene’ the earth has become dominated by industrial exploitation in which Iceland seems to be one of the last places on earth that are still un-
touched, but even those places we call ‘’nature’’ are currently on the border of being maintained, this in order to preserve and protect fragile ecosystems or their biodiverse uniqueness.3 

In response, this projects aims at the level of acceptance of geothermal energy industries in Iceland and investigates artificial industrial structures to reveal and intensify a new layer of a cultural 
landscape that grows over time and interweaves between people, geothermal industry and the landscape system. Throughout time a new recognition of fundamental elements can be seen as 
fundamental to Icelandic identity. 

LOCATION, ICELAND’S NORTHEASTERN GEOTHERMAL MASTERPLAN

The project starts with the concept of architecture as environmental object and the relation to energy industries and their natural environment. The specific site of interest is the Krafla Pow-
er-station in North East Iceland. The Krafla Power-plant is considered to be one of Iceland’s biggest geothermal sites with its 33 boreholes and is part of the countries North East geothermal 
masterplan. The Geothermal masterplan represents the development of 4 geothermal industries of which the Krafla Power station is growing from 60 to 135 megawatts.

Iceland’s transformation offers a rethinking of the common ways of dealing with these industrial developments. Therefore this project proposes a consistency in development between tourism 
and geothermal industry in Iceland’s pristine landscapes. The large scale developments are used to combine the tourism industry with the geothermal industry as a strategy to maintain the beauty 
of the northeastern region. 

5 | Koert van Mensvoort ‘Real Nature Is Not Green’’, next nature (6 November 2006 ): http://www.nextnature.net/2006/11/real-nature-isnt-green/ 
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NEW CLASSIFICATIONS 

‘’Nature is a mystified anthropocentric ideal’’4 

Nature is a mystified anthropocentric ideal, this Idea of artificially has its root in the word artificial, which means art craft or skill and eventually also acquired the meaning of inauthenticity’’ thereby coming to 
encompass the common associations of how to deal with nature and deceit with culture.5

However, nature in the sense of something non-artificial, unaltered by human activity, is rarely existing anymore. Even the places we call nature reserve maintenance in order to preserve them. 

Human design in forms of tourism and industrial technology makes the term nature take on an artificial authenticity. Preserved and protected nature is always a cleaner human-friendly version of 
the reality. A domesticated natural version that is little other than a dressed up version of culture. In studying the essence in what we call nature I’ve been noticing that perhaps the more we learn 
to control and protect nature the less nature there is, and the more we try or change nature the more complex it will become. 

Responding to the above metaphor Koert van Mensvoort in his essay ‘Nature is not green’’ proposes of replacing the culture \ nature binary with that of the controllable versus the autonomous, 
whereby culture would be that which we can control and nature all that we cannot. In here he examples growing tomatoes as something cultural, and whereas computer viruses and traffic-jams 
can be considered as natural phenomena, something that arises and we cannot control it. 
I agree with the belief that the way we draw the boundary between nature and culture will change. The domain of origin belonged to nature, while culture encompassed the domain of the things 
that are so to say made. Origin is playing a smaller and smaller role in human experience, therefore, the purposed architectural intervention is a tentative proposal for new classifications of defin-
ing space and function by using temperature out of the industrial and environmental system. 

12



TEMPERATURE AS PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESIGN MATERIAL  

By expanding the field of architectural design into territorial studies, the project aims to claim the environmental system as part of the architectural and industrial object, the territory or land-
scape into the site. This allows the architectural intervention to engage with the large scale that occurs in energy production. Seen as an environmental object, architecture expands its role to em-
brace not only the design of autonomous functional objects used in geothermal energy production but also to give form to its relevant environmental surroundings, objects and systems, buildings 
and landscapes can thus be integrated within the larger spatial creation. This would result in a kind of contextualism that is revealing elements 

The strategy explores temperature as an invisible, phenomenological design material in the landscape by exploiting them. By researching the geothermal process conclusions can be drawn that 
current technologies and approaches used to develop geothermal energy are borrowed from the outdated and monotonous streamed mentality of fossil-fuel production: drilling extraction wells, 
pumping the energy source to a processing plant, distributing it through a network of pipes and transmission lines, and discarding waste products. In this process, the different stages of tempera-
ture, material extraction and waste products create new potentials.
This strategy can, therefore, move towards a bridge between culture and nature as visible hybridization of industrial, ecological and cultural processes in a new layer of the landscape.

The project is working with the cultural and material notions of the landscape, to create new types of organization principles, relationships and processes as a base for architecture, where ex-
treme temperatures form that of the controllable versus the autonomous.

The outcome of using temperature as design material creates a new architectural language that enriches the countries identical landscape and unveils the originating core of Iceland. By analyz-
ing the process of energy production temperature occurs in two different stages: water and steam. Both stages are used to set a new architectural language, where hot steam rises and water 
descents to the lowest point these characteristics are applied in the buildings.

METHOD | MASS |  MATERIAL

The environmental sources of basalt stone and temperature are used to create the fundamentals of the building system and function as an infinite source of material provided through the geo-
graphic location of Iceland.

The electricity energy surplus is used to melt volcanic stone out of Iceland’s surface material to create mass building blocks that contain and release heat. The un-used temperatures in the geo-
thermal process are deployed to heat the basalt stone structures to provide functions as tourism accommodation. 

The stacked mass defines a sequence of spaces and increase and decrease in mass results in fluctuating heat emissions in different rooms related to function. The architecture of transition creates 
trough open corners and a play between mass relations with the surrounded landscapes. The axes (diagonal and frontal ) serves as corridors, they give the visitor the opportunity to explore the 
building at their own discretion. The most complex walls form spaces. As in a moment of transition, the walls themselves become spaces and thus enrich the sequence of routes. Because people 
always have to traverse spaces, the interaction between visitors, the landscape and temperature transitions are encouraged. 

The stacked structure offers to set possibilities in control temperature and where temperature takes over control. The architecture is balancing between the controllable and autonomous func-
tion of the buildings and gives users an active role over a passive role inside the building in discovering and confronting Iceland’s temperatures, in a way I became facinated by the thin line between 
hot and cold temperatures that makes the country unique in many ways. 
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• In 2013 Iceland’s tourism industry became the largest market in the country 
• The number of foreign visitors exceeded 2 milion for the first time in 2017 
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 RESEARCH ENERGY INDUSTRIES - POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
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PROJECT SPECS
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

As the world looks today - and maybe has done always - the human landscape 
are in a constant state of change. The movement of people and the changes 
in the ‘landscapes’ is a fact that has to be considered in social, educational and 
cultural areas and services provided in society. 
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 THEORETICAL STRATEGY
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 THEORETICAL STRATEGY
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 INDUSTRIAL REGION - THEISTAREYKIR, GJASTYKKI, KRAFLA, BJARNAFLAG
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 BOREHOLES IN THE INDUSTRIAL REGION
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 FROM THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK TO STRATEGY
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 PROCESS GEOTHERMAL INDUSTRY
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 CASE STUDY BJARNAFLAG
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 CASE STUDY BJARNAFLAG
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN



 KRAFLA EXISTING
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 KRAFLA CONCEPT
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 TOOLBOX
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 FORM + TEMPERATURE
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 TEMPERATURE FORM RESEARCH
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 CONCEPT TO MERGE
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 CONCEPT TO SEPARATE
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 TEMPERATURE FORM RESEARCH
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN



 FORM STUDY
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 FORM STUDY
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 MASS STUDY
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 MASS STUDY
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temperature study | relation between heated mass and temperature radiation
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 MASS STUDY RELATED TO TEMPERATURE
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 TEMPERATURE (SYSTEM) RELATED TO MASS, FORM AND DISTANCE
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 MASS RELATED TO PROGRAM
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poored basalt mixed with concrete

poored basalt mixed with concrete

basalt rock basalt rock with concrete

basalt form study basalt form study 

 MATERIAL STUDY
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cooling tower powerhouse valve

valve borehole

 EXISTING BUILDING OF KRAFLA’S GEOTHERMAL INDUSTRY
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DEFINITIVE DESIGN



 TOURIST ACCOMODATION - ELEVATION & FLOORPLAN
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organisation of mass 

The stacked mass defines a sequence of spaces and increase and 
decrease in mass results in fluctuating heat emission in different 
rooms related to their function.

architecture of transition spaces

Diagonal views are created through the open corners of each 
space. These axes serve as corridors, they give the visitor the 
opportunity to explore the building at their own disrection. 

 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

         height difference = temperature difference  open walls decrease temperature

         mass thickness extends the heat output  increase in m3 influence the temperature

         height use of existing structures   add existing industry with a new layer

         decrease in density or openings reveal heat  decrease in density or openings reveal heat
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outdoor space   inward oriented space         inward oriented space

tourist accomodation
horizontal cut 

outward oriented space  inward oriented space semi open   inward oriented space semi open

 DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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 BASALT AS BUILDING MATERIAL
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 THE TWO TEMPERATURE SYSTEMS 
 USING STEAM AND BRINE WATER FROM THE INDUSTRIAL PROCES

  WATER PRINCIPLE - BRINE WATER GOES DOWNWARD

  STEAM PRINCIPLE - STEAM GOES UPWARD
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 BUILDING METHOD: RATIO
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facades of basalt
solid mass versus perforation

tourist accomodation ‘watersystem’

 BUILDING METHOD: BUILDING WITH BASALT
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basalt rock with salt by vaporation melted and poored basalt melted and poored basalt
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